2020’S TOP CBD VAPE OIL AND BEST
CBD VAPE OIL PENS
By Nataly Komova
Personally, I have been relying on powerful CBD vape oil and other cannabidiol goodies
for years. Long before it became a trendy multibillion dollar industry that is legal in all 50
states, I was in the progressive state of Colorado. That meant I could take full advantage
of CBD’s soothing effects on the mind and body.
Since 2018, the federal Farm Bill decriminalized CBD and other industrial hemp across
the nation. Of course, hemp is not the same as marijuana. Even if they both come from
the plants of the cannabis genus, hemp-derived CBD has less than 0.3%
tetrahydrocannabidol, or THC. This is the psychoactive compound that gives people the
euphoric “high” associated with marijuana. CBD from hemp actually has the opposite
effect, helping to bring people down and mellow them out.
Considering that I used to live in Colorado and am extremely familiar with so much of the
hemp industry, it is fair to consider me a seasoned pro on CBD and the different tools
used to take advantage of all its positive effects. After all, it is a natural compound that
helps folks relax by stimulating serotonin in their brain cells. I know some of the
best CBD companies that I can trust. I also know some of the smartest ways to relax
before bed. That way, I can experience 8 hours of uninterrupted rest. I then wake up
looking and feeling completely refreshed. Handling a long day at the office is then a
piece of cake.
While edibles, like CBD gummies, are almost always fun and tasty, a tincture goes to
work right away in a user’s system. However, it is the best CBD vape oil for sale that
comes in a delicious line of flavors for vaping devices, like popular e-cigarettes. The best
CBD oil vape on the market allows people to efficiently manage their stress. As a direct
result, individuals can feel at ease in no time.
I took my time and evaluated 10 of the biggest names in the growing CBD world. Let’s
take a look at my personal thoughts and comparisons of each retailer’s CBD vaporizer
oil.

1 JUSTCBD VAPE OIL

Today’s industry leader is Just CBD. Since 2017, the company from South Florida has
been selling the top CBD oil around the world. In my personal opinion, what allows
JustCBD to stand above its competition is the CBD products’ quality. Every piece of
CBD merchandise is completely sourced from domestic hemp. It is also third party
tested, just to ensure consumers’ safety. All of the CBD vape oil is created from 99%
pure CBD isolate. The pure CBD oil is also non GMO and completely vegan.

Even if you gave up smoking cigarettes and/or pot a long time ago, no worries. JustCBD
sells prefilled vape oil cartridges that have no tobacco or marijuana whatsoever. One of
the things that I like so much about them is how easy it is to toss a CBD vape pen into
my pocket, if not my wife’s purse whenever we go to an outdoor concert.
My vape oil comes in 60 ml bottles, while my pen distributes 200 mg of CBD. But what I
really love is the three tasty flavors that are available from JustCBD. Whether we are
talking about Wild Watermelon, Succulent Strawberry or Berry Blue, I thoroughly enjoy
the flavor every time I vape, whether I stick to one a week or switch back and forth from
one choice to another on a daily basis.
I also like that I can pick what color vape pen to use. I now have a large selection of
black, red, blue, gold, silver and more. I get to choose a different one almost every day

of the week. Regardless of the color, I found that Just CBD oil vape pens are simple to
use and reasonably priced.
Since I am always on the go, I like how JustCBD’s oil vape pens for sale do not need to
be plugged in for more than 2 or 3 hours at a time. To top it off, Just CBD’s high quality
pens that allow people to enjoy flavorful vape oil cost less than $20 apiece. You just
can’t beat that. Of course, many folks enjoy vaping their powerful pens while in bed.
Either way, the right CBD vape oil always helps me to chill out. Meanwhile, the customer
feedback is responsive and professional.
Just CBD carries the best CBD vape oil for busy people, like me, that are always on the
go.
Check out JustCBD Vape Oil.

2 CHARLOTTE’S WEB CBD OIL
Like all of their products, Charlotte’s Web CBD oil is designed to aid individuals with
daily pressure. In 2012, the company was created by the Stanley Brothers in Colorado.
It was named after Charlotte Figi, a 6-year-old girl whose life was immediately changed
by the CBD oil benefits. Within a year, Charlotte’s Web became pioneers in the growing
industry. It didn’t take long for Charlotte’s Web to become one of the most recognized
brands in the world after they were featured all over newspapers and prime time
television.
The business website states that all of its CBD oil is intended to put users at ease, while
making it easier to concentrate. Marketing to customers with active lifestyles and their
daily stressors, it is available is several forms. That’s why I decided to buy CBD oil from
Charlotte’s Web and give it a try.
Charlotte’s Web CBD oil does work. I used a tincture to drop the CBD under my tongue.
I did feel more relaxed and in a relatively short amount of time and the overall quality of
my sleep did improve. Of course, it is not the best CBD oil around. There are certainly
stronger, as well as tastier options out there.
As a consumer, I personally like the versatility in the company’s products and prices.
You can purchase10 mg, 25 mg and 100 mg per different serving sizes. They cost
approximately $40 to $300 a pop. It all depends on how much CBD you want. Are you a
beginner or a seasoned professional, like me, when it comes to CBD oil?

I did find some negative reviews online that cursed Charlotte’s Web. Buyers were not
happy with their slow shipping practices. Also, the customer support is not too
responsive. Although the wait didn’t bother me, I found this somewhat surprising,
considering Charlotte’s Web is supposed to be leaders in the industry.

3 PUREKANA VEGAN CBD OILS
Working out of Arizona, PureKana’s organic CBD oils are supposed to help users deal
with aggravation on a regular basis, whether it is at the office or dealing with the unruly
kids at home. Sourced from quality hemp growers on farms in Kentucky and
manufactured with high-grade CO2 equipment, PureKana CBD oils use patented
technology to create their own products. They make it a point to steer clear of all toxic
elements, like chemical herbicides and dangerous pesticides.
All of PureKana’s CBD oil is full spectrum, meaning it is made from organic plant-based
compounds, such terpenes and flavonoids. It is also supposed to target a user’s
endocannabinoid system, having positive effects on the body. Their website claims that
its CBD oil helps to make people feel better by making it easier to become calm and
cool.
I certainly like how PureKana provides customer safety by getting their CBD
merchandise certified and tested by third party testing facility, ProVerde Labs. At the
same time, everything in stock is 100% vegan and free of pesticides, GMOs, fertilizers
and all other chemicals. There is also zero THC isolate in PureKana’s entire line of CBD.
I looked at PureKana’s vanilla and mint flavored CBD oils that are now available online
in different size bottles, ranging from a $54 300 mg bottle to a whopping 5000 mg
container for almost $400.
According to user feedback I found all over the web, PureKana vegan CBD oils don’t
bring anything new to the table. Regardless, I like PureKana’s informative website. I
appreciate how it actually teaches people to use its CBD oil. At the end of the day,
PureKana is a quality company with respectable goods and a professional website.
Unfortunately, it is neither the most powerful nor the least expensive CBD oil available.

4 GREEN ROADS CBD OILS
Since being founded by Laura Baldwin Fuentes, a pharmacist who was attempting to get
a friend off of drugs in 2013, Green Roads has been successfully operating in Tampa.

These days, Green Roads strives to improve individual’s overall wellbeing with the pride
of its retail line, CBD oils. Of course, Green Roads has plenty of similar items for sale,
including CBD edibles, topicals and capsules. They even sell CBD for dogs and cats that
freak out from thunderstorms and experience separation anxiety.
Green Roads is now among the most widely used CBD retailers in the United States. As
a matter of fact, its broad spectrum formulas are now sold in thousands of different
stores across the nation. Made in the USA from hemp, all of Green Roads’ CBD
merchandise is supposedly crafted with innovative extraction methods.
Personally, I like that Green Roads posted its lab sheets on their website. A buyer can
also learn all the basics about its CBD oil, such as the proper dosing information, online.
It certainly appears that Green Roads strives to help its consumers.
What I do not care for however is the fact that Green Roads’ exclusive formulas for the
CBD oils are too private. Besides the fact that everything is extracted from 100%
industrial hemp for a pure product, a consumer like me cannot find about the vape oils’
extraction process online. To this day, I am still not sure how the oil is made. It almost
feels like Green Roads has something to hide. At least buyers can take comfort in
knowing that everything is laboratory tested for safety.
If you do appreciate the taste of Green Roads’ oils, you can pick up everything from a
100 mg for about $24 to 1000 mg, 1500 mg and even 3500 mg bottles. They also come
in boxes of six and twenty. Even if they boast about winning a cannabis award, both the
price and the quality of Green Roads CBD oil are decent, but nothing to write home
about.

5 LORD JONES ROYAL OIL
Lord Jones in Southern California has been creating expensive and fashionable CBD
goodies and marketing them to the upper class since 2016. Reading up on them, I
discovered that the Royal Oil is targeting “CBD purists” because the high concentrations
of CBD in its broad spectrum formula are supposed to help users feel calm.
Lord Jones Royal Oil is made with two ingredients, broad spectrum CBD oil from
domestically cultivated hemp and grape seed oil. It is free of all additives, colorings and
flavorings, along with sugar, gluten and alcohol. Lord Jones Royal Oil is also vegan

friendly. Too bad reviews discuss its bad taste. Users are told to sprinkle some of the
liquid onto guacamole to improve its flavor.
Every 1000 mg bottle of Lord Jones’ CBD oil contains roughly 40 mg of CBD per full
dropper. Not only is it extremely potent, it is also supposed to possess the smell of
cannabis. After being lab tested for purity, the Royal Oil sells online for $100 for a one
time purchase. A consumer can save a few bucks by subscribing.
The biggest selling point for Lord Jones Royal Oil is that it can be taken orally and
applied topically to either the face or the body. When taking it by mouth, a person is
supposed to hold the oil under his or her tongue for at least 60 seconds before
swallowing the CBD. Customer feedback points out that the Royal oil absorbs rather
quickly into the skin. People’s skin then feels soft, but it isn’t a big deal.
The only problem with Lord Jones Royal Oil is you end up paying too much for nothing
more than a fancy package. That’s okay if you live in Beverly Hills, Manhattan or Boca
Raton. But a majority of the economy doesn’t need to throw away hard earned money
for a mediocre CBD product.

6 FAB CBD OIL
Fab CBD has been making a name for itself around the world since 2018. Based in
Tampa (like Green Roads) with financial offices in the United Kingdom, they are not as
big as JustCBD or Charlotte’s Web. Yet, Fab CBD’s organic hemp does have a top
notch reputation.
As far as the oils themselves, they are all full spectrum, vegan, and non GMO. A
consumer can choose Natural, Berry, Vanilla, Mint and Citrus in three different sizes,
300 mg, 600 mg and 1200 mg in 30 ml bottles. The prices range from $39 to $99 a pop.
I like Fab CBD due to the company’s simplicity. Rather than selling dozens of different
gummies, shakes, tinctures, soaps, vape pens, pet treats, isolate and more, they stick to
three main products: a sublingual oil, an edible and a cream. That usually means they
care more about selling quality merchandise than a handful of mediocre goods.
All the vivid pictures of customers on display on the company website caught my eye. I
am not sure if they are real or came from a stock photography company, like
Shutterstock. Regardless, the photos give the site a personal feeling, rather than seeing

nothing but doctors and scientists in lab coats. I also appreciate how Fab CBD shares its
laboratory reports from ProVerde.
Fab CBD oil’s prices aren’t too shabby, making it ideal for a first time user who is merely
testing the waters. I suspect that’s how the company has been getting noticed in the
competitive CBD industry. I am curious to see if the company keeps everything
inexpensive. If so, I expect Fab CBD to grow larger in the next year or two.
When I first started doing my homework on Fab CBD, the company website was down,
which I take as a huge red flag. At the same time, user feedback claims that Fab CBD oil
is often sold out. While that isn’t always a negative, I consider it unprofessional for any
business to be unprepared for consumer demands.

7 PREMIUM JANE CBD HEMP OIL
After opening for business in Southern California in 2018, Premium Jane grew into one
of the most prominent CBD businesses in the nation. Now working with a team of
agricultural experts and microbiologists in Arizona, Premium Jane’s biggest selling point
is that there is no THC whatsoever found in any of their products, including hemp oil,
edibles, creams and soft gel capsules.
According to their website, Premium Jane is on a mission to “provide the absolute best
hemp oil extract on the market.” Perhaps that is why the hemp oil is made from all
natural hemp. It is also vegan and non GMO.
Working towards their goal, all of Premium Jane’s oil is produced from industrial
cannabis on special farms in Oregon. There are no chemicals, such as fertilizers and
pesticides, used to grow the hemp. Before being tested for purity and safety, the crops
are picked for the highest amounts of cannabinoids to supply users with the best
encounters imaginable. Using ProVerde Labs to test its merchandise, Premium Jane’s
Hemp Oil is both safe and efficient.
All of Premium Jane’s CBD hemp oil is sold in tinctures, allowing users to drop small
amounts of the liquid under their tongues. Upon occasion, users have been known to put
a drop or two on their food or mixed into their drinks. The three flavors, mint, citrus and
natural are available in three different strengths, 300 mg, 600 mg and 1000 mg.
Everything comes in 30 ml bottles that are placed inside fancy colored boxes. The prices

are $48, $85 and $124 per oil tincture. These options give buyers the freedom to choose
their preferred flavor, as well as potency.
Folks are said to feel relaxed, but not sluggish. While reviews claim that the hemp oil
tastes good and the price is fair, the biggest struggle that Premium Jane faces is its lack
of name recognition.

8 SUNDAY SCARIES CBD OIL WITH
VITAMINS
Founded by bar owners and business partners Mike Sill and Beau Schmitt trying to cope
with stress, Sunday Scaries focuses on CBD as a natural option for relaxation. Based
out of San Diego, Sunday Scaries CBD oil with vitamins is extracted from natural hemp
in Colorado. It is then marketed to individuals having trouble falling asleep, dealing with
long plane rides and trying to enhance their meditation practices.
Sunday Scaries’ tinctures possess no THC. The company’s extract is made with coconut
oil, along with vitamin B12 to calm one’s nervous system and vitamin D3 to regulate a
user’s immune system.
Sunday Scaries’ CBD oil tinctures come in 500 mg bottles, and a user gets
approximately 10 mg per serving. The price is a bit high at $64, but folks can feel at
ease with a money back guarantee. I especially appreciate that the ingredients, such as
broad spectrum CBD oil and organic stevia, can be found on every bottle.
Customer reviews praise Sunday Scaries for their prompt answers supplied to questions
submitted online. Personally, I like how the company uses a blog to educate potential
and return customers on the benefits of CBD. Folks can easily sign online and discover
how CBD can help travelers suffering from flight anxiety and actors with stage freight.
Consumers can feel safe that everything is tested for purity by a third party, Infinite
Chemical Analysis Labs. Still, I do not care for the fact that Sunday Scaries doesn’t
share its extraction process with the general public. I wouldn’t mind knowing how my
CBD oil is produced.
Negative reviews found online discuss added sugar, flavorings and sweeteners to
Sunday Scaries’ inventory, including their oil tinctures. Buyers also want to see higher
concentrations available, as the maximum dosage is a mere 50 mg infusion of CBD and
caffeine. No thanks. Since when does caffeine help with relaxation?

9 CBDFX VAPE JUICE
CBDfx has been around for a relatively long time compared to much of their competition.
Since 2015, they have been selling top notch tools for vaping. Today, the company
carries a huge selection of full spectrum CBD vape juices, along with other goodies
ranging from less potent edibles and drinks to facial masks and CBD for pets. Using the
slogan “Feel the Difference,” CBDfx is often considered one of leaders in the competitive
CBD industry.
Everything comes from natural hemp that is farmed in the U.S. with organic plant based
ingredients. I also like that the company relies on an eco-friendly extraction and chemical
free method to make its merchandise. However, I was turned off when I couldn’t find
much about who is doing all of the farming for CBDfx and how. What farming procedures
are practiced?
After being tested by a third party, PharmLabs San Diego, the results of all CBDfx’s
products are shared on the internet. These reports include a “Cannabinoid Profile
Analysis” for every item sold. Exactly how much CBD is in the vape oil? What about THC
and other cannabinoids, like CBN? Unfortunately, the lab reports for their vaporizer oils
don’t mention potential contaminants, such as heavy metals. Is there something to hide?
All of CBDfx’s vape juice is full spectrum, meaning it has plenty of cannabinoids,
terpenes, and flavonoids mixed in with its CBD. User feedback often discusses vape oil’s
dark color and distinct hemp odor. CBDfx does its best to cover it up with its own flavors,
like Blue Raspberry, Wild Watermelon, Strawberry Kiwi, Fruity Cereal, and Strawberry
Milk.
CBDfx’s vape juice starts at about $30 for 250 mg in a 30 ml bottle to a 500 mg bottle of
10 ml CBD oil vape additive for roughly $75, and everything in between. CBDfx even
sells six packs of refills for many of its vape juice options.

10 HIGHLAND PHARMS CBD VAPE OIL
Since the year 2015, Highland Pharms has been successfully operating as one of the
most successful CBD retailers in the nation. Although they were created in Texas, they
now work from Olympia, Washington and sell natural hemp from Colorado.
Despite their name, Highland Pharms markets its “Pharmaceutical Grade Hemp” as the
opposite of a medical company. Personally, I find that a little confusing. I assume

countless shoppers feel the same way. There isn’t even any info supplied online to
separate it from prescription drugs and industrial hemp. Huh? If they’re making the
claim, I want to see the facts backed up. At least their products are non GMO.
Perhaps Highland Pharms greatest asset is its organic ingredients for everything. Most
commonly used in vape pens, their vape oil is created from the high quality extract of
high grade hemp plants grown on a specialized farm. It’s also made with a veggie
glycerin base and natural flavoring. I appreciate the fact that everyone of Highland
Pharms’ vape oils is tested for purity by a third party laboratory, ProVerde. The lab also
confirms there are no unwanted contaminants, like pesticides or herbicides.
The biggest turn off for a writer like me is all the little typos on Highland Pharms’
business website. It’s just not professional. Can you really trust a vendor that doesn’t
care about its grammar? To top it off, there are plenty of product descriptions that
appear to be partially written. Huh?
A 15 ml bottle holding 250 mg of Highland Pharms HEMP Plus Vape Oil retails for $40.
Buyers can also pick from many sizes and the milligrams up to a 30 ml jar of 1500 mg
vape juice with terpenes for a whopping $180. At least folks can choose fun flavors,
including mint and strawberry, to take the edge off after a grueling day.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT CBD VAPE
OIL. WE KNOW THE FACTS…
How often do you see men and women enjoying vaporizer pens? You may be at a
concert or a sporting event. Maybe it’s the beach or a public park. Whatever the case
may be, hemp derived CBD vape oil is as popular as ever. Folks now have a handful of
options to choose from when it comes to CBD, and plenty of them choose vaping to
quickly put their bodies at ease. There is now a seemingly endless supply of vape pens
and flavors for sale. Here are some of the most frequently asked questions and answers
when it comes to vaping CBD oil.

IS THERE THC IN CBD VAPE OIL?
If you search the web, you will see that you are not the only person to wonder “Does
CBD vape oil have THC?” If you are not familiar, THC is the chemical known to give a
user the euphoric high that people normally associate with marijuana. To answer the
question, yes, hemp derived CBD vape pens do have a small amount of THC. However,

the CBD must have less than 0.3% of THC to be classified as hemp, and that is not
nearly enough to get a person high.

CAN I VAPE CBD OIL?
Yes, CBD oil can easily be vaped by an individual. In fact, there are countless people
out there who think vaporizer pens are the smartest way to get their CBD. Not only is
vaping extremely easy, the CBD takes effect in one’s body in just seconds’ time. Stress
quickly fades away and the body relaxes, making it effortless to enjoy a peaceful state of
mind. Too bad CBD gummies, protein bars and other edibles can’t say that.

IS IT LEGAL TO BUY CBD VAPE OIL?
Yes, thanks to the Hemp Farming Act of 2018, hemp is no longer classified as a
Schedule I substance. As long as the vaporizer oils from the cannabis plant have under
0.3% THC, the government and its federal laws see it as a farming commodity. After all,
that is not nearly enough THC to make people high. That means it is now
completely legal to buy hemp-derived CBD products in all 50 states.

HOW MUCH CBD VAPE OIL SHOULD I
USE?
Unfortunately, there is no one answer to “How much CBD oil should I take?” Every
user’s system is different, as it has a unique amount of cannabinoid receptors. At the
same time, almost every CBD product and delivery device are unique. A 200 pound man
using a vape oil pen with a 510 VV Twist battery would have the same experience as a
100 pound woman smoking a dry herb vaporizer with a 2200 mAh battery. The smartest
thing to do is start out slowly with trial and error until you find your ideal amount of oil
and utensil for vaping.

HOW DO I USE A CBD VAPE OIL PEN?
The top CBD vape oils are made with completely organic ingredients that stem from the
hemp plant. It’s cannabinoids go to work on a person’s CB1 and CB2 receptors. As a
direct result, the body tends to experience physical, mental and emotional stability.
Meanwhile, high quality CBD oil vapes go to work in a user’s system much quicker than
many of the other popular CBD products on the market, such as gummies.

HOW WILL CBD VAPE OIL MAKE ME
FEEL?
CBD vape oil relaxes users, as it has less than 0.3 percent THC. That is not enough
THC to give a user a euphoric high. That means an individual will have no trouble
accomplishing work or even operating machinery. Yet, the CBD oil can easily and safely
help a user manage his or her stress, along with other physical and emotional
conditions. Best of all, CBD oil vapes take effect in the body much quicker than other
products, like CBD edibles.

WILL I FAIL A DRUG TEST AFTER
TAKING CBD VAPE OIL?
While it doesn’t occur often, people taking CBD vape oil can fail a drug test. It is
important to realize that all hemp derived CBD can possess up to 0.3% THC. No, the
little amount of THC won’t give you the euphoric high that people generally associate
with marijuana. Regardless, CBD vaporizer oil can remain in a user’s body for
approximately a week. That’s why it may be important to inform an employer that you
rely on CBD oil if you are subject to drug testing at work.

WHAT IS A CBD VAPE OIL PEN?
Pens for CBD vape oil are vaporizer tools that look like a writing pen. The market now
has a seemingly endless supply of the CBD pens for vaping, offering consumers a large
assortment of sizes, shapes and colors ranging from black and red to light blue and rose
gold. Some vaping devices are disposable, while others are reusable. Most vaporizers
come with built-in batteries.

HOW DO I SHOP FOR CBD VAPE OIL?
When the time comes to buy high quality CBD vape oil, it is important to purchase
merchandise that is not only effective, but also completely safe for users. That means
making sure the CBD goods are extracted from cannabis with zero additives. It should
also be manufactured in the United States and tested in a lab to ensure its purity. The
last thing you want is pesticides in your hemp products.

HOW MUCH DO VAPE OIL PENS COST?
The prices of disposable vape oil pens vary. Some companies charge consumers more
than $50 a pop, which is a bit ridiculous. You can get everything you need for about $20.
There is no need to spend any more of your hard earned cash on a vaporizer pen that
will soon have to be replaced with a new one. Look for vendors online that don’t have
the large overhead of a store on the street. As we’ve learned from Amazon, that savings
can be passed to you. Why not save a few bucks and order from a reliable CBD vendor
online in the States? Just because a CBD product is inexpensive, it doesn’t have to be
cheap.

WHAT IS THE BEST CBD VAPE OIL PEN
ON THE MARKET?
Since every shopper is different, there is not one CBD vaporizer pen that is considered
the best. Some people like big and powerful vapes throughout the day, while others
prefer to have a little taste of strawberry cheesecake before hitting the sack. When
looking to buy a CBD pen for vaping, you should definably get one with a long battery
life, like 2 hours. You don’t want to stop and recharge your vape pen every 30 minutes.
Thanks to a LED light on the battery, you will know when the pen is done charging.

HOW DO I USE A PEN FOR CBD VAPE
OIL?
According to user feedback, it couldn’t be easier to use a vape pen to enjoy CBD. All
people have to do is turn on their pens and unlock them. Then users push and hold the
button down while inhaling the CBD. A person can slowly inhale the CBD and enjoy its
flavor, or quickly suck it into their systems for a quick hit before releasing the button. You
will have to experiment with a vape oil pen to figure out how much you want to inhale. At
least there is nothing to worry about, as it is simply not possible to overdose on CBD.

HOW DO I CHANGE THE VOLTAGE ON A
VAPE OIL PEN?
To alter the intensity of one’s vape, a person twists the voltage adjuster found on the
bottom of the pen. The larger number you set it on, the stronger your vape will be, and
vice versa. Just make sure you never exceed the maximum voltage level suggested or
you may quickly burn out your battery.

DOES SMOKING A CBD VAPE PEN
SMELL LIKE A CIGARETTE?
Thankfully, no. A person can enjoy all the vape oil he or she wants and never have to
worry about the nasty stink of smoke or tar. The CBD itself actually has no odor. It’s the
vape oils that can possess slight smells, but they are usually flavored. That means you
can use your vaporizer pen in your home and car. You never have to worry about your
breath or emptying a gross ashtray.
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